Inspector
Key Features

Inspections Made Easy
Inspector is a Cloud-based inspection and preventative
maintenance (PM) system used by schools, universities,
hospitals, and corporations to maintain and inspect
their safety equipment and assets. Simple to use and
easy to understand, Inspector allows inspections to be
done in a fraction of the time of a manual system by
using barcode technology.

• Cloud-based for easy access
• Auto triggers PM Inspections
• Track Asset Inspections by
Location, Condition, Date/Time
• Mobile barcode scanning
for accuracy
• Audit Asset Inventories easily

Powerful reports can be generated showing the inspection
history and results of any asset and exported into Excel for
use with other systems. Historical data created is invaluable
in determining failure rates and long-term capabilities of
your equipment.

Benefits of Barcode Inspections

Add Assets

Inspector speeds up the process of doing inspections
by using mobile computers to scan the asset’s barcode,
recording results and then updating the cloud-based
system. This process eliminates paper forms and log
sheets and provides proof of compliance with internal or
external regulatory requirements. Inspector also produces
various inspection reports and the data can be exported
into Excel for use with other programs.

Adding assets to the system has never been easier. Using
the mobile barcode scanner, assets can be added quickly
and accurately to any location. Use your own barcode
labels to tag assets or use the optional barcode label
printer to generate labels from the system. The whole
process makes performing inspections and tracking assets
accurate and timely.

Mobile Barcode and RFID Scanning
The mobile scanners are cell-phone size and fit in
the palm of your hand and can also read RFID tags.
The scanners can scan 1D, 2D or QR-Code barcodes
to quickly identify assets. These scanners are rugged
enough to take drops to concrete and keep on working.
We also have scanners for hazardous environments,
where intrinsically safe or ATEX ratings are required.

Perform Audit
An added feature of this system is performing monthly or
yearly inventory audits using the mobile scanner to scan
the asset ID’s at each location. This is important, since not
having assets in the proper place and/or missing an asset
can be very costly. An audit will give you the assurance
that you are safely covered with the proper assets at the
correct locations.

How to Order
Inspector and the mobile barcode inspection scanners
are available through MSS Software. For Hazardous or
Explosive environments, please contact us to discuss
your requirements.
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